CEF® Systems Connection Agreement of Deutsche Börse AG

between Deutsche Börse AG
60485 Frankfurt am Main, Germany - hereinafter referred to as “Deutsche Börse AG” -

and

- hereinafter referred to as “the Contracting Party” -

Deutsche Börse AG and the Contracting Party hereby conclude a CEF® Systems Connection Agreement which shall enter into force on ________________ Day/Month/Year and which shall consist of the following integral parts of the contract:

- General Terms and Conditions to the CEF® Systems Connection Agreement and to the CEF® Frankfurt Connection Agreement of Deutsche Börse AG
- CEF® Network Requirements and Security
- CEF® Online Order Form in MD+S interactive
- CEF® Price List

All of the above mentioned contract documents can be viewed, downloaded and printed in the Internet at www.mds.deutsche-boerse.com/mds-en/real-time-data/agreements. The CEF® Line, CEF® Access and Product shall be ordered via MD+S interactive.

The CEF® Systems Connection Agreement shall be governed by German law. Exclusive place of jurisdiction as well as place of performance shall be Frankfurt am Main; however, Deutsche Börse AG shall have the right to bring an action against the Contracting Party at the latter's general place of jurisdiction.

On behalf of the Contracting Party:  

Signature
Name in printed characters
Function
Place, Date

On behalf of Deutsche Börse AG:

Signature
Name in printed characters
Function
Place, Date

ppa. Dr. Alireza Dorfard
Head of Market + Data Services
Frankfurt am Main.

ppa. Karen Lenz
Director Data Services
Frankfurt am Main.